Introduction
A bounded linear operator T on a complex reflexive Banach space is said to be well-bounded if it is possible to choose a compact interval J = [a, b~] and a positive constant M such that ||p(r)||gM{||p||.,+ varp} (1) i for every complex polynomial p, where \\p\\j denotes sup {| p(t) |: t e J}. Such operators were introduced and first studied by Smart (4) . They are of interest principally because they admit (and in fact are characterised by) an integral representation similar to, but in general weaker than, the integral representation of a self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space. (See (2) and (4) for details.) It is easily seen, by verifying (1) directly, that T is well-bounded if it is a scalartype spectral operator with real spectrum. It is known that the sum and product of two commuting scalar-type spectral operators on a Hilbert space are themselves scalar-type spectral operators. (See the proof of Corollary XV.6.5 on p. 1948 of (1) .) The purpose of this note is to show that, in contrast, neither the sum nor the product of two commuting well-bounded operators on a Hilbert space is necessarily well-bounded. On the other hand, it is shown in a positive direction that, if one of the two wellbounded operators is in fact a scalar-type spectral operator, then their sum and product are well-bounded. 
An example
The example of two commuting well-bounded operators S and Ton a Hilbert space such that neither S+T nor 57" is well-bounded is based on Example 14.5 on pp. 429-431 of (3). In that example, sequences {*"} and {y n } in the space l 2 are constructed having the following properties: x-*(x, y m ) (x e l 2 ). Defining P n e B{1 2 ) by P n x = (x, y n )x n (x e / 2 ) for n -1, 2, ..., it is thus seen that each P n is a projection, P n P m = 0 (n # w), and
Also, if z n = n ^i +^3 + -..+^2n-iX th e n z n is a unit vector and so, using (c), • oo as n -K » .
By (2) and the principle of uniform boundedness, the partial sums of the series £ P n are bounded in norm, and so (3) implies that n = 1
• oo as «-»oo.
Lemma 1. Let {A n } be a monotonic bounded sequence in R. Then the series k n P n converges strongly in B(l 2 ) and its sum is a well-bounded operator. principle of uniform boundedness, contradicting (4). Hence S+T is not well-bounded. Since X n y. n = 1 (n odd) and A n /i n <l (« even), a similar argument shows that ST is not well-bounded, for otherwise (3) would be contradicted. 4 . A theorem Throughout this section, let H be a complex Hilbert space. Given a wellbounded operator T on H, we say that T is implemented by (M, J) if M is a positive constant and / a compact interval such that (1) holds for all pe!?.
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Lemma 2. Let T be a well-bounded operator on H implemented by (M, J), let XeR, and let K be a compact interval such that X + t, Xt e K for all teJ. Then XI+ T and XT are well-bounded operators, and are implemented by (M, K).
Proof. This is a straightforward application of the definition of wellboundedness.
Lemma 3. Let T be a well-bounded operator on H implemented by (M, J), let S be a self-adjoint operator on H with finite spectrum such that ST = 7^, and let Kbe a compact interval such that X + t, Xte K whenever t ej and X e o(S). Then S+T and ST are well-bounded operators, and are implemented by (M, K).
